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Call us now on: - 020 7998 7657




110 TOTAL DENTISTRY

The best implant dentist in Finchley
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We are OPEN  – CLICK HERE for an appointment
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Dental Clinic London

What makes 110 Total Dentistry our patients number one choice?










At 110 Total Dentistry we want every patient to receive the exact, specific care that they require. Every patient has a specific set of needs and fears around dental treatment. At 110 Total Dentistry we take whatever time is necessary to make sure that we really understand each and every patient’s specific requirements and then to answer any questions that may be raised. We strive to provide the highest standards of treatment for every patient, at every appointment, in every aspect of dentistry. Our practice is staffed by a dedicated team of experienced dental professionals, all dedicated to offering you unrivalled, caring and compassionate treatment. We have everything you need under one roof.

You will always be able to find a specialist to speak to here at 110 Total Dentistry. Between us, we speak English, Russian, Lithuanian, Ukranian, Greek, French, Polish and Arabic so there should always be a friendly face ready to help and explain things in the way that you can understand. We are located inside COOTES pharmacy and just 0.2 miles away from Tesco superstore, Finchley Central underground station is 0.4 miles away , 4 minutes walk.
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We provide Invisalign invisible braces. Don’t let the thought of having to have traditional braces make you live with crooked teeth, with Invisalign you can have great looking teeth, even while wearing your brace. Contact us today to find out how we can help you achieve the smile you have always wanted.







CLICK HERE for more information
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[image: Ozge Coktas]
Ozge Coktas08:39 10 May 21
Such an amazing team! As someone with a dentist phobia, I felt so relaxed. Zuzana and Kozhaya did an amazing job,  very nice, reassuring and so educating at the same time! Cannot recommend 110 total dentistry enough. Thank you


[image: A. Andreea]
A. Andreea15:30 24 Feb 21
Great practice! Very professional and welcoming at the same time! They are doing a fantastic job and I cannot recommend it enough! If you are looking for a practice that cares about its patients, here is the right place! 🙂


[image: bacha puma]
bacha puma19:35 18 Feb 21
Brilliant thanks Doctor Kozhaya nice job you done with my smile 😃 thanks


[image: Elena Malyshkina]
Elena Malyshkina09:15 15 Oct 20
Absolutely fantastic dental surgery (this is not the usual choice of words for a dental practice but here I am).I would honestly give 10 stars if I could.Dr Kozhaya Assaker is very knowledgeable, caring and thorough. He is keen to discuss  with a patient the different options and order of treatment needed. I came in with a bunch of issues to tackle, and all my questions were answered, all the stages of treatment explained.The nurses are very warm, friendly and supportive as well.The surgery has a very convenient location quite close to Finchley Central tube station, and parking is available on nearby streets for those who drive.The visit to a dentist is usually not an exiting experience for most of us including myself. I must say though that going to Dr Kozhaya and his team means that all my teeth issues will be taken care of in the best possible way with minimal discomfort.Gladly recommend to everybody!


[image: Summer Arpino]
Summer Arpino09:59 14 Oct 20
THE BEST EVER!!!Thank you so much to Khozhaya who preformed my wisdom tooth removal yesterday you are the best truly fantastic at your job and to Suzannah for easing my nerves and holding my hand when she could tell I was worried.The service provided is amazing and at such a high standard, I called yesterday morning and came in an hour later for an assessment of my wisdom tooth to which I had removed later that evening!I am delighted at how it went and I have been treated with amazing care by true professionals who clearly love their jobs!Again thank you so much I am so happy and pleased with how it went, I couldn’t be happier with my experience at 110TotalDentistry.


[image: 1TakeMotivation]
1TakeMotivation16:45 22 Sep 20
Khozhaya is the best dentist around, he is careful, caring and extremely intelligent as well as passionate about his job. I have been under his treatment for years now and he always knows how to treat his patients with the best service. He is also very flexible with his appointments and his team is great. I would highly recommend Khozhaya's services without hesistation.Thank you 🙂


[image: Franciska Voros]
Franciska Voros18:21 14 Sep 20
Best dentist  ever


[image: Gabriele Buitvidaite]
Gabriele Buitvidaite00:33 14 Jun 20
My favourite clinic and dentist! You can see that Dr Kozhaya loves his job and helps patients! The nurses are also amazing. I suffer from anxiety so every visit is a challenge for me - nurses always hold my hand to calm me down. Traveling all the way from South just because I love this clinic and service I receive


[image: Marea Brennan-Thorns]
Marea Brennan-Thorns16:53 06 Feb 20
Dr Hoy saw me very quickly & treated me in the same appointment when my crown had fallen out. He is experienced and has an excellent patient manner. Highly recommend.


[image: Helena Manson]
Helena Manson15:01 25 Oct 19
I will admit, I am a neurotic scared patient and when my dentist retired I was recommended to 110 Total Dentistry.  I cannot re-recommend highly enough.  The surgery is spotless with up to date equipment, and I felt relaxed immediately.Check-ups are thorough and they are definitely not there to take your money - they are there to maintain your teeth to a high standard and only do work, as and when necessary.Need a new dentist - look no further 10 out of 10


[image: Margaret Connors]
Margaret Connors14:27 25 Oct 19
Lovely friendly atmosphere.  All aspects of my treatment were explained in graphic detail, so helpful!  Was seen at short notice and made to feel that nothing was too much trouble.  Also pain free, huge bonus.  Highly recommended.


[image: Izabela K]
Izabela K21:15 18 Sep 19
If I could give 10 stars I would. My toothache wasn't an easy case. It was coming and going. I rang 110 Total Dentistry on Saturday afternoon and received a call back straight away. As I was going on holiday on Monday and needed urgent appointment Dr Kozhaya said that he will be able to see me the following day. After very thorough investigation he found out what was causing my toothache and what treatment I will need. From now on Dr Kozhaya is the only Dentist that I will see and I recommend him to everyone. He is the only Dentist that I trust and I know that now my teeth are in safe hands.


[image: Hind Suleiman]
Hind Suleiman17:12 02 Sep 19
I read the other positive reviews and decided to give it a go. Happy I did. Caring and professional dentist. It took me years to find a good dentist I can trust!


[image: tara donaghy]
tara donaghy14:05 25 Sep 18
Excellent sensitive but professional dentist very accommodating, always explains exactly what he is doing at every stage, very helpful and professional reception staff All is a  very pleasant experience for nervous dentist goer !!


[image: Robert C]
Robert C06:57 09 Sep 18
Amazing service. My implant fell out and within 3 hours it was back in. I got an emergency appointment at 2215 bours on a wednesday, over the phone consultation. Couldn't fault.


[image: Katerina Portou]
Katerina Portou20:50 31 Jul 18
Fantastic service. Really caring, friendly dentist. Very clean. Amazing results.


[image: Rebecca Smith]
Rebecca Smith15:05 29 Jun 18
Dr Kozhaya Assaker is absolutely AMAZING! He has been my dentist for the last 10years and I wouldn’t go anywhere else. The dentist is spotless and I couldn’t fault it one bit.


[image: Loraine Espina]
Loraine Espina10:37 22 Jun 18
Excellent service!!!I can honestly say this is the best dentist I have ever been to and recommend it highly. Dr Kozhaya and his team are always so professional and efficient. For those who have a fear of dentists; rest assured that Dr Kozhaya is one of the best. I never feel any pain, each step/option is fully explained to me and I am always more than happy to attend appointments! Keep up the great work guys!


[image: Raghideliane Bassil]
Raghideliane Bassil16:36 14 Jun 18
I had to go for an emergency appointment and I end up having root canal treatment. I highly recommend the clinic especially Dr. Kozhaya Assaker. He took his time to explain each step, knew what he was doing and most importantly was very professional.
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Our Services











General Dentistry













General Dentistry – We believe we provide the very best General Dentistry Service in North London; we offer a comprehensive range of treatments ranging from basic regular check-ups and fillings to more specialist treatments like implants and cosmetic dentistry.











General Dentistry

For more details

CLICK HERE


















Dental Hygiene Services













General Hygiene Services – It is as important to make regular visits to your Dental Hygienist as it is to regularly see your Dentist. The way to ensure that your teeth are maintained and as healthy as you want them to be is to have a regular dental hygiene visit to ensure that your teeth are squeaky clean.











General Hygiene Services

For more details

CLICK HERE


















Composite Bonding













Composite Bonding – Composite Bonding is a modern way to restore teeth, either for cosmetic reasons, or to build up tooth structure that has bene lost. It involves bonding a tooth coloured resin material to existing teeth to reshape them or improve their colour.











Cosmetic Dentistry

For more details

CLICK HERE


















Cosmetic Dentistry













Cosmetic Dentistry – We all know that a great smile is important, we believe that dental wellbeing is much more than that. A great smile can be a massive boost to your confidence, don’t let your teeth hold you back we can help you achieve the smile and confidence you are looking for.











Cosmetic Dentistry

For more details

CLICK HERE


















Crowns & Bridges













Crowns & Bridges – Crowns and bridges need not be intimidating, we provide the very latest treatments that mean you can be sure that you will get a great result. We can advise on the most appropriate solution that will give you back your great smile. Contact us today to find out how we can help you with a modern crown or bridge.











Crowns & Bridges 

For more details

CLICK HERE


















Root Canal Treatments













Root Canal Treatment – There is nothing more debilitating than constant dental pain, coupled with the worry of losing a tooth. We provide specialist Endodontic (Root Canal) treatment to save your tooth and ensure that you are pain free. When you need sophisticated treatment like a root canal we can help every step of the way.











Root Canal Treatment 

For more details

CLICK HERE


















Implants













Dental Implants Lonndn – Just because you may have lost a tooth does not mean that you can’t have a great smile. We provide the very latest implant treatments that will restore your smile and give you back your confidence. Dental Implants are the modern solution to false teeth, with implants you will regain your smile and your confidence.











Dental Implants 

For more details

CLICK HERE


















Emergency Dentist London













Emergency Dental Services – If you are in pain and need dental treatment fast then we are here to help 24×7 by appointment. We offer a full range of Emergency Dental Treatment in London, so if you need help fast then contact us now, don’t suffer needlessly. We are THE emergency dentist London.











Emergency Dentist London

For more details

CLICK HERE


















Teeth Whitening













Teeth Whitening – We all love having white teeth, but there are right ways to achieve that look and wrong ways that can damage your teeth for good. We provide safe and very effective treatments that allow you to get the white teeth you are looking for.











Teeth Whitening 

For more details

CLICK HERE
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Emergency Dentist London









24 Hour Emergency













Dental Service















By Appointment













Are you in pain and need urgent dental treatment? Our team can treat you on the same day for anything that may require immediate attention. Just call us now to arrange an appointment:







09:00am to Midnight







Emergency Number







020-7998-7657











Just some of the conditions that we can treat as a Dental Emergency are listed below:








	Gum infection
	Dental abscess
	Dental injury
	Wisdom tooth pain
	Toothache
	Chipped and broken teeth
	Broken crown, veneers or bridges










Click for more details














Become a Patient
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Click here to find out more









How to find us
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Click here for our interactive map









Book an Appointment
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Click here to book an appointment














Quality Dentist London – Emergency Dental Treatment London

























110 Total Dentistry
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110 Total Dentistry is a leading dental practice based in Finchley, London. We cover all aspects of General Dentistry and have a specialist focus on Emergency Dentistry in London. 
Find us on:
Instagram page opens in new window
Contact Details:
110 Total Dentistry

110-112 Ballards Lane

Finchley, London

N3 2DN



Phone: 020 7998 7657

Email: [email protected]



For GDPR requests please email [email protected]
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110 Total Dentistry - The only dentist you'll ever need in Finchley (London)
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